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Karaoke Machine Instructions
Step 1
Set up microphone and microphone stand.Place speaker pointing towards singer. Plug
microphones into “LEAD/MIC 1 and MIC2.
Step 2
Plug Audio Cable into “MUSIC IN”. Plug the other end into your tablet, smartphone or other
music device.Plug the 3.5mm end of the Speaker Audio Cable into “OUTPUT 1” or
“OUTPUT 2” on the speaker Plug opposite end w MUSIC INPUT on the Speaker
Step 3
Plug Power Adapter into “DC IN” on Studio. Plug Speaker Power Adapter into “DC IN” on
speaker.
Step 4
Turn on Studio power switch located on the back. Turn on Speaker & set volume to 2
o’clock, treble & bass to 3 o’clock. Sing into mic and check that volume level is adequate
and optimal. Turn your tablet or other music device volume down to 20% and start playing
a karaoke song. Sing into the mic while music is playing, and slowly raise your music
device volume until your vocals are evenly mixed with the music.
Press the “HIT” button on the mic during the chorus of the song to kick in live vocal
harmonies and other cool effects.
Step 5
After finished using the machine. Unplug all items and place back in the bin.
__________________________________________________________________________
Cleaning
All Parts and Pieces must be returned.
Unit must be returned clean and dry
___________________________________________________________________________
Parts
Studio Voice Modulator -Power cord for Voice Modulator -2 microphones
Microphone Stand-Audio Cable for Speaker-Audio Cable for Device -Speaker
___________________________________________________________________________
Tips
-Many Karaoke Tracks can be found on Youtube.
-For the best performance, sing 2” away from the mic and never cup your hand around the mic.
-Some devices might need an adapter to work with an audio cord.
-If you experience any hum or buzzing make sure all plugs are fully inserted.

